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Write your name in the middle of a piece of paper or on a digital app if you prefer. 
In the areas around your name, add words, phrases, images, or symbols that represent your true self. 
Include core beliefs or affirmations that align with this identity. 

For any limiting beliefs that may arise in this process, write them down in list form on a separate
piece of paper (see next page for suggested practice). 

Once you are satisfied with your collage, choose an area to display it that you will see regularly!

This can be on a nightstand, a mirror, a desk, on a corkboard or the refrigerator. If you prefer
something more private, you can take a photo of it and keep it stored on a digital device or set it
as the wallpaper. As you encounter and see the visual cues of the core attributes contained in the
collage, you're offering your brain another way to train and support those neural pathways! 
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If any limiting beliefs appeared during this process, leave them here:  

Letting Limiting Beliefs Go Ceremony 

Take the list of limiting beliefs (if you have one) and repeat the following:

I release these limiting beliefs. 

They are not a part of me. 

I let them go. They no longer define me. 

Repeat all or some of your core attributes using I am statements while you rip up the paper of
limiting beliefs. You can also burn the paper in a burn-friendly receptacle or use a paper shredder. 

Once you have finished, stand or sit with your feet planted firmly on the ground and take three
deep breaths through your nose, thinking of your core attributes, and exhale each breath slowly
through your mouth like you blowing away any trace of the limiting beliefs.


